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Well, I will post that. I will not expect anything from you for Wednesday,

and I expect you by Thrusday to have the first assignment. And since that

ieally covers two assignments, then, I will make it a little bit longer than

a normal assignment, but I won't make it as long as I would make two full
regular

assignments. We expect, ordinarily in this class, as in al undergraduate

classes, about two hours' study for a lesson. Now in the case of people

who are having two beginning languages, we will make a little allowance if

your work is a little late, sometimes, and in fact, we may shorten

some of the assignments in a later part of the semester. But it I very

vital to get these two hours of assignments in order to get the foundation.

But in general, for those not taking two beginning languages, we expect

ou tydo two hours' work for a lesson in this course. Now if you think

that the assignment is taking you much more, then you probably misunderstood

the assignment. At least do two hours' of it, and I do not x expect that

you put more on it. I may have misspoken the assignment, I may have

thought that a certain chapter had less in it that it did, or something,

but I do not expect anyone to put more than two hours on an assignment.

And there will be no assignment for Wednesday, and so the assignment for

Thursday should run you about three hours instead of four.

Well, now, so much then for the mement for tk seeing what we mean

by Oh. Hist., which was a logical place to introduce this assignment of

the work that we will be doing in the early part of the course. - the work

in Acts. Now to mention C, which is the main divisions of ch. hist.

And, by the way, while evevyone is here, tktx±g,1ct that it is my expectaticn

to meet three times next week, though I will give assignments only for

the regular hours. And also if there are any here who were not here yester

day, and so did not fill out the questionnaire, yesterday, if you will

do it the next hour I will appreciate it. In this case, you might come

and see me right at the end of class, and I will help you get started on it.

C, then, the main divisions of oh. hist. I think there are two ways

in which we could handle oh. hist. One would be to go straight through and
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